The Importance in The Templar of the Master Numbers 11, 22 and 33
All is Number, All is vibration1
Number is capable of expressing the underlying relationships between and within all phenomena
of creation. There are 3 double digit numbers that possess more potential than other
numbers. These are 11, 22 and 33. 11 represents intuition, illumination and insight, 22
represents inspiration and practicality, the Master Builder and 33 combines 11 and 22 to
become the Master Teacher, the higher master on Earth.
When spiritual intent and consciousness are combined with Sacred Science and articulated
through architecture, emanations or levels of vibration can be tapped that bridge material
existence with the creative powers of the spiritual world.
The master numbers 11, 22 and 33 hold the vibrational patterns for advancement to reach the
stages of initiation leading to true freedom or true enlightenment. When these numbers are
programmed within a structure, they have the magical property of anchoring and stabilizing
consciousness, vibration, energy and light.
Through the geometry and measure of specific architectural elements these master numbers
carry numerical frequencies designed into The Templar to support the journey of the soul’s
awakening to completion of her human existence: the ending of root-karma, the actualization of
the soul’s divine blueprint and arrival of wholeness within one’s human existence.
These master numbers, skillfully placed within The Templar, to the degree of receptivity, stimulate
and quicken in the sacred core of individual consciousness, all that is Good, Holy and Just.
Drawing on these soul qualities the spiritual travelers advancement, spiritual enlightenment and
human completion is accelerated.
“The numerical design of every inch of the area within the walls of The Templar complex
motivates the spiritual journey. Merely by entering through the Pylon gates walking
through the gardens and up the steps and through the doors of this magnificent edifice,
the cellular vibration will quicken.”2
An illustration in The Templar where the master vibration of 33 is encoded is in the sacred
geometry of the twelve-pointed star.
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The inlaid, gold outlined 12-pointed star with its 3” gold center is
over the Doorway of The Templar. From point to opposite point it
measures an exact part of the Earth’s great meridian circle that
passes through the poles. The practical significance of this value is
found in the role ancient metrology plays in the number and measure
of ancient temples. One of it’s significant functions energetically is
the connecting and uniting of energetic frequencies into a coherent
beam. The 12-pointed star’s archetypal and symbolic significance is
deeply rooted in Sacred Science and evolutionary purpose. It
represents the human heart divinely inspired to live the role of the 33
or higher master on Earth and also represents unity, oneness and
the song of the spirit.
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Attributed to Pythagoras, Greek Initiate Philosopher, ±580-500 B.C.)
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